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Nessun risultato


Spiacenti, l'articolo che stai cercando non è disponibile. Vuoi provare ad effettuare una ricerca?




	
		
		
			










    Per risultati di ricerca migliori, segui i seguenti suggerimenti:

    	Controllare sempre l'ortografia.
	Prova con termini simili o sinonimi.
	Provare a utilizzare più di una parola chiave.



    


    
                    


				
				

				
			


		


				

					

						Orari di Apertura e Contatti
			CONTATTI:

Tel: 010-256479

WhatsApp: 393 848 8665

ORARI:

Pranzo:

Dal Lunedì al Venerdì

12.30 – 15.00

Pranzo del SABATO e DOMENICA

12.30 – 15.00

Aperitivo: dalle ore 19.00

Cena:

Dal Lunedì alla Domenica

19.30 – 23.00

 



		
Google Reviews
        [image: Tiflis Braceria Pizzeria]
Tiflis Braceria Pizzeria
4.1
Basato su 813 recensioni
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votaci su


[image: Yves Goris]
Yves Goris18:12 01 Apr 24



[image: Luigi Folliero]
Luigi Folliero20:21 31 Mar 24



[image: Isabella Sandri]
Isabella Sandri13:28 21 Mar 24



[image: Sofia K.]
Sofia K.15:03 17 Mar 24



[image: Mariangela Testa]
Mariangela Testa00:49 10 Mar 24



[image: Dario Oliveri]
Dario Oliveri11:27 02 Mar 24
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Antonio Quartini18:56 28 Feb 24



[image: Martina Volpe]
Martina Volpe13:28 28 Feb 24
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Gio06:54 24 Feb 24
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Ala Halaka19:35 20 Feb 24



[image: Francesca Petta]
Francesca Petta21:55 09 Feb 24



[image: Debora Conte]
Debora Conte14:00 28 Jan 24



[image: Lucijan Sabljar]
Lucijan Sabljar19:34 22 Sep 19
Grate food we eat Fiorentina t bone and it was wery good.


[image: Gabriele Canepa]
Gabriele Canepa22:27 12 Sep 19
Insanely good


[image: Erez Sarig]
Erez Sarig18:58 04 Sep 19
Excellent meat


[image: martin Funkquist]
martin Funkquist21:40 31 Jul 19
The steak was not what I had expected. It had a lot of fatty pieces that was not eatable and it was not really as big as I though. The minimum size to order of the steak was 600g. But for that size I expected more meat. For a price of 30€, the amount of meat was really small. But the beef was imported from Finland and was 100% grass-fed. That may be the cause for the high price.I also tried some of the beef filet and that was delicious. Would recommend that instead of the other meats, if you come here to get a piece of meat. The price for the filet was also cheaper than the other meats. Their pizza was really good and the price was good. But the salmon was a bit undercooked. As for the service, it was ok.


[image: Konstantin Tsabolov]
Konstantin Tsabolov21:32 19 Apr 19
Great steak! Wonderful pizza!


[image: Jonathan Godbout]
Jonathan Godbout15:06 08 Apr 19
Lots of pizza at a for price. The people I went with thought the beer lost was good, though I don't drink.


[image: Žilina Zhora]
Žilina Zhora20:55 01 Aug 18
We were waiting 20 minutes for a menu, 30 minutes for waitress to notice us and order. After she told us they don’t make any pizza we left. Waisted 1 hour in a pizzeria with no pizza...


[image: Arne de Booij]
Arne de Booij14:07 27 Jul 18
We were sitting outside in the communal garden and had a good dinner. It was busy so service was a bit slow but they were working as hard as they could. Great beers on tap and the steak was great. Either reserve or expect to wait. Would go again.


[image: Артем Бессараб]
Артем Бессараб10:26 18 Jun 18
Pizza is just fantastic! Get a bottle of vine And your dinner is sorted! Love this place!


[image: Stefan Nowosz]
Stefan Nowosz20:51 21 Apr 18
Good quality pizza!!! Proper Italian food


[image: Phillip Tarvin]
Phillip Tarvin19:18 14 Sep 17
Wonderful dinner, great wine suggestion. Waitress was super helpful


[image: domenico dalessandro]
domenico dalessandro11:20 13 Jun 17
Very good.  Eh eh eh eh


[image: Justin Foster]
Justin Foster16:26 16 Apr 17
Great skewers. Excellent wine selection.


[image: Sandra Leemann]
Sandra Leemann20:15 09 Apr 17
The waiter was very nice and friendly. We had the entrecote and the salmon skewer which were very delicious, plus their presentation was an eye-catcher! Their wine and dessert was very good too! Definitely a must while staying in Genova.
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Newsletter

    Nome
    



    Indirizzo Email
    



    Numero di Telefono
    



    



Lascia questo campo vuoto se sei umano: 
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Scorrere verso l’alto




This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.Accetta Read More
Privacy & Cookies Policy
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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